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Metarex Inov contains 40 g/kg metaldehyde

Perimeter baiting ...
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The information provided herein may include extracts from the product label and does not constitute the complete directions for use.
READ THE PRODUCT LABEL THOROUGHLY BEFORE OPENING OR USING METAREX INOV
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Applying Metarex Inov® All Weather Slug and Snail Bait early and before
the opening autumn rains can save time and money.
Snails spend the summer resting on posts, stubble, weeds, bushes and other
harbourages in order to conserve moisture and survive the dry summer period.
With the approach of autumn however, cooler moist conditions trigger snail
activity and movement from their summer resting site to find food and then
mate.
Early baiting with an easy-to-apply and irresistible food source will kill snails
before they have a chance to mate and lay eggs. Applying Metarex Inov before
the opening autumn rains ensures that baits are present and ready to kill as
soon as snails begin to move.
Metarex Inov is ideal for early season control because it offers a range of
benefits including:
• Optimised bait: Metarex Inov kills snails quickly without relying on chance
encounter. The enhanced delivery system means snails consume a lethal
dose more quickly. The result is less bait required, reduced crop damage and
a faster effective kill.
• Maximum attractiveness and enhanced palatability: Snails are attracted
to Metarex Inov thanks to the unique Colzactive® technology in an enhanced
delivery system, which ensures their voracious appetite for the product.
• Superior resilience: Metarex Inov is rainfast, persisting in wet conditions
when other baits fall apart or become inactive, and does not need to be
reapplied after every rain event. It will also resist the damaging effects of
sun and high heat, without crumbling or turning to powder like some other
pellets. Metarex Inov is formulated with the active ingredient distributed
evenly throughout the bait. If Metarex Inov is visible on the ground, it’s still
active.
• Excellent spreadability: Metarex Inov is uniform in size and has an ideal
weight and density to spread evenly over wide areas, then stay where it’s put.
Take control of snails before they invade and apply Metarex Inov around fence
lines early in the season. This strategy can significantly reduce snail numbers
overall and thereby save time and money.
Treating early with Metarex Inov can also eliminate the cost of re-applying
other snail baits every time it rains, and may even save the cost of treating the
entire paddock later.
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